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INTRODUCTION

Los Alamos National Laboratory and Instituto Mexicano del Petro!eo have embarked on a joint
study of options for improving air quality in Mexico City. The intent is to develop a modeling
system which can address the behavior of pollutants in the region so that options for improving
Mexico City air quality can be properly evaluated. In February of 1991, the project conducted
a field program which yielded a variety of data which is being used to evaluate and improve the
models. Normally the worst air quality for both primary and photochemical pollutants occurs in
the winter in Mexico City.

During the field program, measurements included: ( 1) lidar measurements of aerosol transport
and dispersion, (2) aircraft measurements of winds, turbulence, and chemical species aloft, (3)
aircraft measurements of earth surface skin temperatures, and (4) tethersonde measurements of
wind, temperature and ozone vertical profiles,

The Mexico City Metropolitan Area (M CM A)lies at an elevation of approximately 7500 feet above
sea level in a “ U“ shaped basin which opens to the north. Mountains on the east and southeast
sides of the basin form a barrier with a height of approximately 12,000 feet while two isolated peaks
reach elevations in excess of 17,000 feet. The city occupies a major part of the southwest portion
of the basin, Upper I?vcl winds arc provided by rawinsondes at the airport, 10W-ICVC1winds are
measured at several sites within the city, Many of the sites have obstructed upwind fetches for a
\’ariety cf directions.

A three-dirncnsional, prognostic, higher order turbulence meteorological model (HO’I’MAC) was
modified ta {nclude an urban canopy and urban heat sources. HOTMAC is used to drive a Montc-
Carlo kernel dispersion code (R,APTAD). HO’1’MAC also provides winds and mixing heights for
the ( ;1’1’photochen~ical model which was developed by investigators at the California Institute of
‘1’cchnology and Ca.rnogie Mellon [Jniversity.

THE METEOROLOGICAL MODELING SYSTEM

Model Formulation
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turbulent history effects, and drag and radiation effects of forest canopies.

The development of the equations and form of the factors is described by Yamada2 and Mellor and
Yamacia3.

The lower boundary conditions are defined by a surface energy balance and similarity theory. The
soil heat flux is obtained by solving a heat conduction equation in the soil which ignores lateral
heat transfer. In an urban context the surface energy balance requires an additional term which
represents the heat released by man’s activities. The additional heat along with differences in
thermal and albedo properties between urban and non-urban surfaces produces the urban heat
island.

Meteorological Model Application

Early in the project, three days in which air quality was poor, good, and normal were chosen for
detailed modeling. All of the days were in winter of 87-88. Meteor~logicai inputs were b~ed on
the afternoon rawinsonde of the preceding days which was used to estimate synoptic scale wind
and temperature profiles.

We used a nested grid system to model the valley of Mexico and its surrounding terrain. The outer
grid has a 6 km spacing and covers the major terrain influences aa shown in figure la. The inner
grid as shown in figure 2a embraces the city and the immediately adjacent slopes. The individual
characters plotted on the figure are monitoring sites oper- ‘d by the Mexican Urban Development
and Ecology Secretariat. ‘I’he four character labels are sites used by the lidar, The inner grid has
a size of 2 km. The urban canopy was approximated by using the estimated distribution of CO
emissions defined on a 1 km grid. The relative CO emissions were used to proportion the fraction
of the area of a grid cell which was covered by canopy (roof tops), the average soil conductivity,
average soil heat capacity, and the urban heat rcleaae intensity, Many 01’the parameters used to
represent the urban canopv arc first estimates which will be refined as mom inf~rmation on land.
usc and urban skin tcmpwaturcs becomes availablo during the course of th~ study.



program is not yet complete.

THE PARTICLE TRANSPORT CODE RAPTAD

Model Formulation

RAPTAD is a Monte Carlo random particle statistical diffusion code, developed by Ted Yamada4.
Pseudo-particles are transported with instantaneous velocities that include the mean wind field
and the turbulence velocities. The turbulence velocity is generated randomly consistent with the
standard deviation of the wind at the particle location. The location of each pseudo particle
represents the center of mass of a concentration distribution for each puff. The total concentration
at any point is obtained by adding the concentration contributions of each puff at that point (a
kernel method).

‘l’he Monte Carlo kernel method requires that a functional form for the distribution kernel be chosen
and that parameters that describe the width, breadth, and depth of the distribution be calculated,
The approach used here is to aasume a Gaussian distribution where variances are determined from
the time integration of the velocity variances encountered over the history of the puff. The variances
are estimated based on the random force theory of turbulent diffusion:

2
‘V = [(7;0 + 20,00 da os + (&#] , (1)

with,

h=w?”ov+. y fgq+j, (2)

where OVQis the spread at the end of the previous time stup imd the paralll(*tcr ,S r(!Hults from ttw
spatial averaging over the plume width,

1{AP’1’A1)was used to make conccntrtition prediction for Ikbruary 22 for (~(), Nor and S02.

PHOTOCHEMICAL MODELING

Description of Photochemical Models
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the US. Simulations were done with both the Empirical Kinetic Modeling Approach (EKMA) and
the ~Joxversion of the California/Carnegie Institute of Technology (CIT) models. Three chemical
mechanisms were used: Carbon Bond IV (CBM-IV)6 within the EKMA, the I%Ys, Seinfeld and
Mche’s mechanism (FSM)7 and the Lurmann, Carter and Coyner’s condensed mechanism, With
adjustment to the photolysis constants the three mechanisms showed good performance in the
prediction time of the maximum concentration and for the diurnal variation of the pollutants
studied. However, the FSM usually gives higher ozone concentrations. The greatest uncertainty
for the modeling is the poor information on hydrocarbon speciation which is being addressed in
another field program.

The three-dimensional form of The CIT model was then used. The model solves the Atmo-
spheric Diffusion Equation which i~ a statement of the conservation of species for an ensemble,
grid averaged, field. The vcraion used here is a refined, more user-friendly version of the Caltech
Mode19*]0and includes gas p!~ase photochemistry and aerosol nitrate formation12’13. It uses the
LCC mechanisms. In a recent study]2 using data from the Southern California Air Quality Study
(SCAQS), the model was used to predict ozone, N02, CO, peroxyacetyl nitrate and individual
organic compound dynamics. The application to Mexico City presents a useful opportunity to
further evaluate its performance in a very diffmerit environment.

Photochemical Model Application

Necessary data for application of an advanced photochemical model to an area like Mexico City
include meteorological variables (including a three dimensional wind field, mixing heights, solar
insolation and temperatures), geographical characteristics (e.g. elevations and land uses), initial and
boundary conditions on concmtrations and emissions. ‘l’his data must be spatially and temporally
resolved at the same Icvel as desired for model resolution. Meteorological inputs, except for solar
insolation, were developed from I1OTMAC ‘l’he mixing layers were defined by the heights at which
the OWSdiminished to .1m/s, This dwcription provided a better dww.ription of where the random
particles moved thim did the usc of a change in sign of the potential twnperaturc differvncc. ‘1’hc
usc of the fluctuations of the vertical velocity is appealing on thcorrtical grounds, sinco the vertical
volm-ity fiuctuationf; arv the mvchanism for vertical mixing, ‘1’hvsolar insolation field wiui drrivwl
froll] 111(’?qsl]r(’illt’rlt,swithin the basin. At this point in the projwt,, the wt~issions inventory is still
bvi,lg scrutinizwl, and m~lst I}(’rt)nsidurml preliminary. ‘1’hvinvvntory usvd ww spatially rvwdvod
at the 5 km sire, so tililt rwiik WM rhoscn for nlodding.

,5
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COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

Wind Predictions

‘I’here are several sets of measurements available to test the model results. Figures 2a through
d display a comparison of the measured surface winds to the modeled winds for the hours 6am,
10am, 1lam, and 12pm. Figure 22b shows that the mo[’eled winds are slow to turnaround in the
late morning, In addition the surface winds tend to be too light in the late morning. The evening
turnaround was too fast, so that the urban heat island appears to be too strong.

The Nation~ Center for .~tmospheric Research (NCAR) Ileechcraft Ki,lg Air made a variety of

measurements during the February period. Included among the measurements were meteorolog-
ical parameters: wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and relative humidity, and pollution
parameters: CO, NO, NGx, S02, Ozone and aerosol parameters. In addition the aircraft measured
turbulence and radiation parameters including the radiative surface temperature. Other measure-
ments include tethersonde and lids.r measurements at the POLY site of figure lb and the surface
rrwasurements. Since the modeled winds are nudged towards the corresponding rawinsonde mea-
surements at the altitudes of one kilometer and two kilometers above the surf~ se, the modeled
winds and the measured ones are not completely independent, The winds were generally similar
although some differences in speeds and directions were found,

At the polytechnic (POLY) site, the modeled winds were compared to the tethersondc measure-
ments. Overall the directions were fairly good but the modeled winds were too light, The teth-
crsonde winds also showed much more variation in speed and direction than did the, rawirwonde
winds within the mixed layer, Driving the modeled winds to the ra.winsonde winds within tho
mixed layer may bc a mistake because the rawinsonde winds are unlikely to be representative of a
several minute avcragr.

‘1’hcmodeled surface temperatures missed the increasing temperatures at the uxtremcs of the NCAR
flights (except for t tw southern most Icg which shows a pronounced droj~ near an area of wetlands).
The rise at the m.stern cnd was probably associated with dry lake areas which are not currently
in tho rnodcl input. ‘1’I)Qcentraf leg showed higher modeled temperatures over the center of the
rity, 480 to 490 km casting, than do the observations, ‘]’his Supports the suggestion that the urban
callol)y dvwription II(IC(IS to l){’ inl!)rovwl to provide ii hvttor timing for the onM, of th[’ ~lop(~winds.

Mixing Layer Predictions

‘1’h(’Iida.r ill(ii(’ilt{’(i thikt thoro worv signifiraht

tliixod I;kyor, Iil ;idditioll thorv wvro timw when
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feature. Overall the lidar measurements suggested that the early morning mixing heights were
200-300 meters rising to 300 to 400 meters at 8:50 and to 400-600 meters at 10:06. The 11:37 value
is in the range 800-1200 meters. The modeled values at the same site were 240 meters at 9am,
5C0 meters at 10am, 830 meters at 1lam, and 870 metem at 12 pm. The NCAR aerosol pixdile for
10:15 suggested a value of about 500 meters.

The tethersonde profiles provided a similar picture of mixing height evolution. Consequently the
modeled mixing heights are reasonable representations of the measurements, but further work needs
to be done to reduce the uncertainties.

Modeled and Observed Concentrations

Figures 3a through d rtiport early morning to early afternoon hourly S02 concentrations in parts
per million. The early morning dues showed a significant overestimation; small business and
commercial sources account for the bulk of the high concentrations, The appropriate temporal
behavior for small point sources has received little attention, In addition the early turnaround to
downslope winds brings em :ssions from the evening rush hours back into the urban area. Through
mid-morning with the exception of a two points in the north; the predictions are generally similar to
the observations, However, later in the day significant overpredictions appear which are probably
related to the light winds mentioned previously. The conclusions for CO and NO= are similar except
that there seems to be a tendency for the model to underestimate morning NOX concentrations.

Figures 4a through c compare the NCAR observations of S02, CO, and N(,)= with modeled values
for the ascent of Feb. 22, ‘l’his flight wss about 10am, The model calculations are actually for the
Polytechnic site. The modeled profiles are similar to the measured ones and it is interesting to note
the differences in the shape of the profiles between the various pollutants.

Comparison between measured and modeled ozone

Results of the preliminary application of the Clrf model to th[t 22 February 1990 mwwurement
p[’riod arc shown in figures 5a t hrougll f, The model is found to follow the dynamics of the
ozone well at those gitos, l’redictcd afternoon ozone jcvc]s at a nlllntwr of sites did not drop as
rapidly as tho mcssurcmonts Bhow. This is likely duo to cithor ]ow(’r inventoried N() cmissionH
than are actually present, or that the vr;t.ical mixing is nmrc rapid than actual. The N() emissions
inventory 8hOWCd significant Spatiid variations, and this can h%d to Htocp wnc(!ntrid.ion gr/di(!nt8,

It wss found that t)t~th the modol prcdiction~ and rncasurwncnts show vvry steep horizontal ozone
concentration griuiivnts. The peak prwiic%d ozone (0.29 ppIII ) wax 27 km from thv p{wk mmsured
{)zonc concvllt, ration ([),M pprn). (;ivon t}l(!preliminary na,turv of tho illvvnt ory, aild thtit, thvrv arc

7
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some uncertainties in prediction of the meteorological variables, this level of agreement is good.
Further evaluation will be conducted when an updated inventory is available, but the preliminary
results are quite encouraging that the transport variables (e.g. winds an{] mixing depths) are in
good shape.

SUMMARY

A joint stu~y of Mexico City’s air quality problems between Los Alamos National Laboratory and
the Instituto Mexicano Del Petroleo is underway. The model uses a three-dimensional prognostic
meteorological code to provide wind and turbulence fields to a Monte Carlo kernel, random par-
ticle transport code. A model of this sophistication was chosen because of the important terrain
influences in the region and the limited meteorological data. The meteorological model output is
used to drive the CIT photochemical model. The modeling system was used to make predictions
for one day which displayed a typical pattern of poor air quality, A variety of measurements by
aircraft, surface networks, tethersonde, lidar and rawinsonde were conducted to test the model and
provide information about model deficiencies. Predictions were made and compared to experiments
for wiuds and concentrations of CO, N()., ozone and S02.

The modeling system shows promise for addressing the air quality questions, but there are also
deficiencies in its application. One of the deficiencies was an urban heat island which was too
strong, so that the morning slope winds were too late M-Idthe afternoon ones too early. Another
deficiency was high predictions of early morning concentrations. Additional studies now underway
will provide an opportunity to improve the model and the input data for this application,
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Figure 1: (a) Coarse grid depicticm of the model domain; the dot is the airport on the cast-side of
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Figuro 2: (hnparifion of IIIOAW winds with nurfacc mcasurcrncnta on Fcb, 22, 1991 at (a) (km,

(b) IORIII, (r) 1lam,(d) 12pm. Mwwurmi valum arc plotted at actual Iocationn while lhc c~c”ulatcd
valum a.w at regularly Hparvd grid p(intR,Air dcmoten the airport.
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